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developed world a race which is speeding us all toward the end of the present currency regime, marxism in america and
why most americans are leftists - we can blame bush we can blame obama we can blame clinton we can blame reagan
however the laws policies and restrictions put forth by our presidents and congressional representatives have progressively
deteriorated our liberties regardless of which political party was in office or congress until the majority, ayn rand anti
communism the left friesian school - surveying the fall in support for the governments of barack obama new york city s
progressive mayor bill de blasio and france s socialist president fran ois hollande a diagnosis of the current crisis begins to
emerge the political left can win elections but it s unable to govern once in office the left stumbles from fiasco to fiasco
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facts about harry potter, bobaganda bob waldrop with hair on fire rants on - bob waldrop with hair on fire rants on politics
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presidency - u s president donald trump talks to reporters as he departs the white house november 21 2017 in washington
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domestic and international criminality which characterize life in the american empire in the early part of the 21st century,
boston marathon liberty graveyard real jew news - was the boston marathon another false flag with a new 9 11 twist
obama didn t waste any time when responding to the boston marathon explosions by making it clear that the federal police
force known as homeland security had already moved in on boston s local crisis clip earlier today i, wednesday forum
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denmark then caused austria to declare war on prussia and finally manipulated france into another war thus creating the
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